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Abstract
We propose an automatic and intelligent news broadcasting system, which generates full-CG animated
news-shows from original text formats from the Internet. The news broadcasts are delivered to users on multiple
platforms in the language of their choice. Users are also provided with interactive and intelligent news services.
This paper introduces the overall system and provides a feasibility test and working model of the news show
application. The example shown is generated from a HTML Internet news site. We also describe the method of
constructing a practical system. The future plan of action is to conduct large-scale experiments and field tests
and thereafter implement research outcomes into the standardization of the next generation TV broadcast system.

1. Introduction

The design principle in Smart-TV is primarily to add Internet
content (e.g. Web site browsing) and social networks (e.g. viral

In the era of mobile communications; with smart phones,

information such as Twitter) with the conventional television

tablet computers, a broadband Internet and cloud networks, the

content. However, our aim is to integrate TV and the Internet in

world of media and content is becoming extremely diverse. In

a more profound and seamless way in an effort to move to the

this context, the authors have focused on Television and next

next generation TV.

generation systems combining Internet and TV.

Our approach is to facilitate and design the automated

In our research we have first decided to focus on TV news

creation of TV content itself through predesigned delivery

shows and the development of a system that enables

systems. These systems offer a variety of themes and characters

CG-animated TV news programs to be created from text based

and can be delivered in any language.

news reports coming from Internet sources.

and
3. Automatic
Broadcasting System

The methodology first analyzes the text based news source
then generates a classic production style Film/news script. The

Intelligent

News

script is then interpreted by the application and converted into
real-time CG-animation. The Animations include camera

Figure 1 shows the structure of our proposed system. Input to the

movement such dolly, and multiple cameras and embedded film

Article: China
leadership rules Bo
case isolated, limits
purge
Main body: Hu
urged the party to
close ranks at a
meeting of about
200 officials early
this month at a
Beijing hotel,
declaring the
downfall of Bo China's biggest
political scandal...

material from sources that provide these. In addition the
characters are animated with both facial and body motion
capture and synthesized voice.
In this paper, we describe the background of our automated
news show system. We describe an example of a news show
created from existing Internet news site. Thereafter we describe
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development strategy of constructing and promoting the overall
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system towards the international standardization.
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2. Background

News source

Figure 1 Structure of automatic news broadcast system
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system is a news source such as news text and embedded visuals such

plays back the TVML script and delivers the full-CG news

as still images or film clips. The system analyzes the source and

show animation. It can also support multi-language operation

thereafter generates a news script, which is spoken by an announcer.

capable of speaking virtually every language.

The system automatically edits the input video and creates the

5. Future Plan

appropriate caption, which is superimposed on the screen.
The results of the analysis are then converted into a single script and
then fed to the automatic visualization engine. It is then converted into

We aim to enhance the core technology explained in the previous

full-CG animation using real-time CG characters. The voices are

chapters and the construction of an overall practical news generation

produced by the text-to-speech software resulting in synthesized voice.

and delivery system.

The studio and camera movements are also generated in the system.

Further, we aim to deploy the system in the cloud network to

The system also provides interactive services such as Q&A and even

facilitate user flexibility such as individualized formats, themes and

dialogue with the system through asking question to the CG characters.

personal key words for favorites.

User interaction is developed further by the ability of users to

Our aim is to overcome the problem and the limitation of the

influence and even change completely, moods, themes, environments,

conventional TV news content, which have for many years offered

characters and other aspects of the CG-animation.

only one-way communication, which is seen by some as passive, in
comparison to interactive formats.

4. Method of Automatic TV Program
Generation and a Test

We have begun negotiations with overseas broadcasting stations and
other organizations in order to collaborate with universities
internationally. The aim is to expand the research projects over many

Technology of automatic TV program production has been

disciplines to conduct high-level research. The project will develop and

studied for years. TVML (TV program Making Language) [1]

construct the complete system and perform the field tests towards the

and T2V (Text-To-Vision) [2] technology capable of generating

final goal of a viable international broadcast standard in this area for

animation from text written in certain language is one of the

the future.

popular methods.

6. Conclusion

We have constructed functioning software that generates TV
news shows from Internet news sites using TVML and T2V.
Figure 2 shows the structure of the test system implemented

We have proposed an automatic and intelligent news

with the use of the 'Reuters' website. The system extracts

broadcasting system, which generates full-CG news shows

HTML data from the top page of the site and analyzes it and

from text sources and delivers it to users giving interactive

divides it into the corresponding number of news articles. It

and intelligent new user experience.

then extracts the title, the main body and the one Jpeg image for

We have shown that automatic news show generation is

each article respectively. The system then creates a T2V script

possible by the application described in this paper. This is

from the HTML news text. The script is then converted to a

demonstrated by out functioning prototype extracted from a

TVML script, which includes and formats visual and audio

Reuters Internet news site.

effects such as the CG announcer, the news show setup, sound

In the process of developing this system, numbers of

effects, superimposed graphics etc. Finally the TVML engine

technologies are required such as semantic understanding of
the news source text, natural language processing in
generating script, multilingual text-to-speech, TV production

Web server

methods involving news show format, in interactive news,
game designing technique, and more. We are now gathering
Content
Analyzer

<!DOCTYPE html
PUBLIC
"-//W3C//DTD
XHTML 1.0
Transitional//EN"
......

HTML

(opening)
(upshot)
(bow)
Hi I'm Cathy Rollen .
this is news from
Reuters.
.......

T2V script

Show
format
Generator

those experts and researchers to challenge this new TV news

TVML
engine

creation and delivery system.
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//! TVML Version 3.0
set: change(name=newsshow)
character:casting(name=A,
model=Hana)
camera: position(x=0, y=1.5, z=3.5)
character:talk(name=A,
text="Awesome!")
......
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Figure 2. Structure of our test application
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